Quotes
"His voice, now more than ever before, is a wonderful blend of masculine strength and
smooth, rounded edges. Rather than sounding like someone who is hesitant, Frank’s
style embodies bridled strength"- Ben Dockery jazz writer-pianist
"Lamphere has style and verve, and his voice is always sensitive to the message of the
songs he sings" -Jazz Review
"The latest in a long line of neo-Sinatras and really, one of the best" - Mr. Lucky
Magazine

Thank you again for such a fun performance at our cocktail reception at the Marriott
Times Square on June 20. Everyone had a great time, and you and your band were the
perfect vibe for our event. -Catherine
"A good and gutsy singer" – Cadence Magazine
"His baritone is solid, he has lovely pitch and he knows how to accent the end of a line"
– All Music Guide
"He seems more modeled on the casual Dean Martin manner, especially in lazy, slow
tempo where he slurs and sloshes some vowel sounds" - Rob Lester, Talkin' Broadway
"Thank you, thank you, thank you! We are still getting phone calls about how
absolutely wonderful our party was - you and your band were out of this world. You
made it such a great night - thank you so much! ...We will recommend you to everyone
~ many thanks for making the night so special." -Andrea
Hi Frank, I am cleaning things up of my old files and I came across your contract for
the St. Paul Gala. Well, I can say with absolute certainty that everyone was extremely
pleased with your band’s performance. It was exactly what this event needed and your
band exceeded our expectations. Thank you for performing at our event. We surpassed
our event goal of $30,000 by $7,000 for a total of $37,000!!! It was a great evening and
we definitely owe much of our success to you and your band…THANK YOU!. –Kelli
"Frank, a simple thank you wouldn't do...RAVE reviews from all who attended as well
as our staff & management team. We hosted Beaujolais Kickoff events at each of our
locations (Las Vegas, Reston, Bethesda, Oakbrook & Chicago) on Thursday and in our
conference call & sharing photos on Friday morning...everyone agrees that Oakbrook
had the best entertainment! - Kim Simpson

"Frank...you may or may not remember me at Green Dolphin Street one Sunday night
about a month ago. My name is John and I am a radio personality in Australia and you
introduced me to the crowd! I can't remember when I have enjoyed myself so much.
Your swinging interpretations of the music of Martin, Darin and Greco. Superb! And a
wonderful trio of musicians backing you. I will definitely be seeking out your venue
next time I'm in Chicago!" -John Vertigan Radio Sport 927 Melbourne, Australia
We had a great show yesterday! Sold-out performance for Frank Lamphere and "The
Rat Pack Jazz Quartet, close your eyes and you would think Tony Bennett, Bobby Darin,
Frank and Dean were singing! He had a solid band backing him. Many nice comments
from the patrons! -Nathan Manilow Theater
Frank Lamphere's band is a refreshing change from the entertainment
available. Thank you for making the Oakbrook festival a memorable event. -Karen

